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SIJEEEY ETYMOLOGIES.

By ROBERT A. C. GODWIN-AUSTEN, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S.

THE HUNDRED OF BLACKHEATH.

IN furtherance of the proposition entertained by the

Surrey Arch^ological Society of devoting a portion

of the volumes of its " Collections " to local names,

I now submit a short notice of some which occur in

the Hundred of Blackheath, not doubting but that its

omissions will be filled in by the communication of much
additional and curious information by the possessors of

old documents to which I may not have had access.

The following notices relate to the names of woods,

manors, parishes, fields, and streams, together with those

of persons, as they may occur in early grants and charters

in the Domesday Survey, or in manorial rolls, deeds,

leases, and parish registers.

The various ways in which the same name may have

been written at different times will be given, and as often

as can be in chronological order. The general consider-

ations which may arise out of this inquiry, illustrative of

our early local history, will be more advantageously gone

into when the like notices of the several hundreds of the

county shall have been completed.

As preliminary to this inquiry, it may be well to con-

sider some of the circumstances which influence the forms

which names take ; such as, for instance, what happens

now, and must in all times have happened, when local
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4 SUREEY ETYMOLOGIES.

names are adopted by an in-coming people speaking a

different language. 1 The Romans did this ; yet the ori-

ginal forms of the names they have transmitted can very

generally be separated from their Latinized terminations.

Again, a question which greatly concerns our present

inquiry is,—how nearly do our local names, as they first

occur in a written form, represent the sounds as they

were spoken ; in other words, what were the names r

and who were the writers or clerks who took them down
as they were pronounced ? Proper allowance being made
for such considerations, it will be seen that our local

names, whether of places or persons, have undergone

very little real change from times anterior to the Norman
Conquest, though the variation in the spelling may appa-

rently be great ; and that neither is some antique mode of

spelling, departing widely from that now in use, a differ-

ence such as to make one or other incorrect ; nor is the

modern form necessarily the truest,—rather, perhaps, it

may be the least so.

The Saxon basis of our language has been maintained

down to present times, both as to grammatical con-

struction and in its sounds, by the great uneducated

class ; and hence, with respect to local names, the pro-

vincial style of pronunciation comes nearest to that ol

the times when such names were acquired or adopted.

Iiase-cum or Brame-ley, considered with reference to

derivation, and the sounds now given to those words,

are far more correct than Has-comb or Bramley, as now
pronounced by those who would not wish to be con-

sidered provincial, the mode of spelling being at every

period merely the nearest adaptation of certain letters to

certain sounds.

It has often been supposed, from the peculiar spelling

of the names in the Domesday Survey, that they must
have been sounded very differently then to what they are

at present : but such may not have been the case. The
points to be considered are the language of the Survey,

1 There is hardly a single English county which does not possess its

characteristic cluster of names, all constructed on the same type.

—

Words and Places, p. 478.
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and who the clerks were who took down and compiled

that record. They were probably Normans ; but whoever
they may have been, we know both that the Latin of

that day, and for a long time afterwards, was in this

country pronounced in the Continental or Italian manner

;

and we also know that the evidence taken was from per-

sons belonging to each locality, or that, for this part of

England, from Saxons.

It may be useful, for more explanations than this, to

bear in mind that at the time of the Norman invasion the

whole of the south-east of England in its language had

become completely Saxonized, which is just the reverse

of what had happened in France. At the time of Rollo

(a.d. 912) the Northmen and the Saxons of England could

understand one another, but at the time of the Norman
invasion they could not : in the course of 1 50 years the

Northman had Romanized his language.

Latin, as pronounced in England, in Normandy, in

France generally, was in the way in which it had been

acquired from the Romans themselves ; and, indeed, as

the Italians pronounce it now,—it may nearly be said, as

all European nations do, except ourselves. Thus c before

a, o, u is hard, before e and i it is soft ; a is hard, u is

soft, e more like our a, and i like our e : Jc is wanting in

the Latin language. A few instances taken from the

Surrey Domesday may serve to illustrate this,—that they

are Saxon names, but spelt as an Italian would spell

them now. Wanting the letter h, and substituting ch,

Woking would be written Wochinges ; Stoke, Stoche ;

Kent, Client ; Buckland, Bocheland ; Kingston, Chin-

gistun ; Bookham, Bocheham ; Mickleham, Michelbam
;

Dorking, Dorchinges ; Kirkfeld, Chirch-felde ; Betch-

worth, Beecword ; Chertsey, Certesege ; Chelsam, Celes-

ham ; Chesington, Cesundun. By a scribe unacquainted

with the th3
Thornecroft would be written Tornecroft, as

the nearest approach he could make. In many other cases

the Domesday spelling accurately gives the pronunciation

of the time. Wootton was written Odetun, because then,

as now, wood was pronounced ood. In fact, an Italian

scribe, taking down our local names, as they are now
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given in the good old Saxon manner of West Surrey or

Sussex, would write them very much as we meet with

them in the Domesday Survey.

G before e beings sounded as ch, Chilworth would be

written Cilord ; Fetcham, Feecham ; Chelsam, Celesham ;

Cheam, Ceam. G before i being also eh, Chissington

would be Cisendun, and Chivingten, Civentene.

BLACKHEATH HUNDRED.

Blac-hed-feld, Blac-het-Felle (D.), Blachafeld,

Blackeheth or Bleak-heath-field, from the broad

expanse of barren heathy upland which this hundred
presented in early times, before the introduction of the

Scotch fir.

This hundred contained seven Saxon manors, out of

which, either by the union of some or the subdivision

of others, the several parishes have been formed, as

follows :

—

SI.

Bramley.
2. Dunsfold.
o IT 1

3. Hascomb.
4. Wonersh.

TTT
' m > 5. St. Martha, or Saynt Marter.

III. Tyting . . . j
J

IV. Albuey .... 6. Albury.

*t a ( ?• Sheire.
V. Sheire . . . \ n ,

^7T n < 8. Cranley.
VI. GOMMSHALL / n 17 i

J
*.

C 9. Ewhurst.

-vtxt c (10. Shalford.
VII. Shalford . < -, n A „ v ,-,

(11. Ah fold.

Or it may be said that Gommshall, in the first in-

stance a very large holding, included Ewhurst, Sheire,

Cranley, Albury ; that Sheire and Cranley were first

alienated, next Albury, and lastly Weston, or Western
Gommselle.
The several parishes of the hundred will be taken in

the order as above, the letters m, /, /, when affixed to

names, signifying manor, farm, lands.
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1. BKAMLEY.

BrUNLIE, BrUMLEGE, BROLEGE (D.), BRUMLEl, BftAMELEI,

Bromle, Brumlegh, Bramle.

Derivation.—Brembel, Bremel, a bramble, A.-S.

Benbroc, Bembrick, lands.—George Benbric gave in 1688
certain lands in Slialford to the poor of St. Nicholas,

Guildford. It is an old local personal name.

Danhukst, m., also Daneswood.—At first probably from
some Danish settler after the victory over Huda,
a.d. 853. Later it became, and still is, a personal
name. Hoorst, wood, B.

Feyth-wood.—-Fryth, A.-S., signifies a wood with a good
deal of under-cover. Frith, in its original significa-

tion, means security from molestation, and hence
came to mean any place, such as a thick underwood,
affording shelter. The Normans, not understanding
the term, applied it to underwood generally.

La Hale.—Hal or Hoi, A.-S., hole ; stone-quarry.

Hinchcomb, Hynches-comb.— Hengst, A.-S., a horse;
Cym, Celt.

Ham, Hamme, m.

—

Ham, A.-S., a residence.

MONKESLAND.

Nore, or Nowee, /. and m.—A projecting headland
generally.

Slade, /. and I.
—Sla, A.-S., sloe or blackthorn.

Speonesland.—Personal name. Spraunks is still a local

name in the Weald.

Stavolds, hill and /. ; abbreviated from St. Avoid ?

Selhurst, m. (Wintershall sincel279).'—From Sale, A.-S.,

a dwelling, and Hirst, Hoorst, Belgic, a wood. A
sell, or sele, was a higher class residence as compared
with a cottage.

Snowdenham, or Snadnam, /.

Scotsland, /., properly Scot-land, or land subject to the
payment of scot.

TH0RNC0MB,/.and street.—Valley withwhite-thorn. Thorn-
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comb-street leads up to the small Roman camp on
Hascomb-hill. Deriv. A.-S. and Celtic.

Taxgley, /., Tang-ley.— Meadow with coarse grass— Tang, A.-S.

DUNSFOLD.

Not in Domesday Survey— a dismemberment from
Bramley.

DuNTEFOLD, DuNTESFOLD, DOUNTESFOLD, DOMESFOLD.

Deriv.—Dune, Fold, A.-S.

Barning-fold, Burnen-fold, Beunyngefold, B running-
wold, reputed m.

Dakers, or Dackhurst, rep. m.—Hoorst, B.

Innorne.

Loxley, High, rep. m.—A.-S. Loect, a sheep fold.

MONCKTON-HOOK.

Markwick.— Wic, A.-S., as a termination ; a residence.

Russell, Little.

Smithbrook, m.

Withenfold, Witherfold, A.-S., a fold fenced with live

withies.

HASCOMB.

Not named in Domesday ; a subsequent dismember-

ment from Bramley.
Hase-cum gives the present local pronunciation.

Deriv.—Hase, A.-S., a hare ; Gym, Celt., valley.

WONERSH.

Agnersh, Lynersh, Wonherch, Wonhurshe.

Won, the mole ; Erse, A.-S., a warren : mole-warren.

Not named in Domesday, at which time it was
included in the manor of Bramley.

Bearlands, /.— Byr, Bear, Bere, A.-S. and Danish, high.

—These lands are situated on the slope of the high

escarpment of the sand-range.
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Chinthurst, Chynthuest, Chytehuest. ?

—

Ilarst,

B., wood.

Halldeerh, Aldeesh, Aveldeesh.—A corruption of alder-

ersli, or scrub, of which wood a good deal grows in

. these parts. Aler, A.-S., alder ; Ersh, B.

LOSTIFOED.

Noeley and Noecot.—North mead and North cot, A.-S.

Plawnks, or Plaunks, /. m.—This, though a somewhat
uncommon name here now, is very common in

parts of Belgium, where it is Planque.

Read-ham, Reads-home.—From personal name.

Rowley, or Rough-ley.

Shameley, or Shtmley.

Smaetham, Smaets-home.—Personal name.

Stroud.

Tangley.—Tang, sedge, and ley, A.-S.

Upfold—Common personal name.

Willingham.—The dwelling of the family of the Wills.

St. MARTYR'S, or St. MARTHA'S.

Chilwoeth, Celoede (Domesday), Chiloeth, m.—? worth,

A.-S., a place, residence.

Lenghenee, or Lochenee. — Loca, Locen, an enclosure,

A.-S. ; a place shut in.

Lillingham.

TYTINGE.

Tetinges (Domesday).

Deriv.—Teothing, A.-S., a tenthing or tithing, being
the half of the parish subject to tithe.

ALBURY.

Aldbuey, Eldebebee (Domesday), Aldbueg, Auldbuey.

Deriv.—Aid, A.-S., old ; Burg, habitation, from the

vol. v. c
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old British-Roman burg on Farley Heath. After the

destruction of the old burg by fire, the inhabitants

may have re-settled near the stream. Albury village

has nearly disappeared : the old church marks the

site.

Netheens or Nytherns, Neotheea or Nyteea. — The
further lands of the parish.

Hegespeth.

Tythie, or Collyees-hangee.—Part of the wood belongs

to the Rectory or Tythy of Albury.

Weston, or Western, /. and m.—Formerly the western

extremity of the great manor of Sheire.

SHEIRE, or SHIRE.

Siea, Essiea (Domesday), Schyee, Shybe.

Mr. Manning supposes that La Vacherie, in

Cranley, was the residence of the lord or owner of
Cranley cum Sheire, because the dairy-farm in early

days was always contiguous to the capital mansion.
Yacherie certainly became a capital residence with a
chapel attached ; but this does not seem to have
been till after its separation from Sheire, which
was the designation of the Saxon as well as of the

Norman lordship.

Scir, A.-S., to cut off ; also Scyr, a shire, a
district, have been taken as the derivation of the

name of this parish, signifying the portion separated
from Cranley. The older form of spelling, Sira and
Essira, would indicate Sire, A.-S., dry; Shire parish,

apart from Cranley, being a dry sandy tract.

Sheire was held by Edith as queen of Edward the

Confessor.

Amongst the names of places in this parish are,

—

Coney Hurst = Cony ? Hurst, Belgic.

Cothulls, Cotoles,/., from the early settlement there of

a free settler. The place afterwards gave a local

name—William Cothull, presented to the rectory
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of Shire in 1374. Of this holding there were two
divisions—East and West.

Ellyotts, or Aliots.—A common Surrey name from
early times.

Gomshall, Gommes Hal, m.—Gomm, as a personal name,
occurs amongst those of owners in Domesday and
earlier, and indicates that such was the name, before

the Conquest, of the owner of this lordship.

Gomshall-Netley.—The west portion of the manor of

Gommshall was granted, 23 Henry III., 1239, to

the abbey of Netley, in the county of Southampton.

Gomshall Lower Hill.—Portion of the manor held of

the Tower of London.

Harristiles.

Longchenar, or Lorkenor.—Locen, A.-S., enclosure.

LUSTHAM.

Paddington.

POLLINGTON and POLLINGFOLD.

Queenshold.—'Part of the manor of Shiere Ebor went as

dower of the queens-consort, as late as Queen
Catherine Howard, temp. Henry VIII.

Selesden.—Sele, A.-S., dwelling.

sopeley, or soppeley.

Shire-Vachery.

Shire-Eborum, or Eboracum.—Part of the manor of Shire

lying in Cherte, from having been held by Richard,

Duke of York, 1425, and after.

Stapeley, or Stapele.

Westland.

CRANLEY.

Deriv.—In this parish is much low, wet ground, to

which cranes would resort.

Bay-hurst.

Baynards, m.

Brookhurst, Broc-hurst, Badger-wood.—The badger is
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still living in some of the southern parishes of

Surrey.

Cold-harbor, /.—A shelter station on the line of the

Stane Street.

Ellin, or Elling.—Ellen, A.-S., the elder-tree ; also a

personal name.

Gason- or Gaeson-green.

Hammer, /.—Site of old iron-works.

Holt- or Holdhurst.— Bolt, A.-S., a wood; Burst,

Boorst, Belgic, wood. Gave a family name from

Edward III. to Henry VIII.

Holbeck.—Bol, A.-S., hollow ; Bece, brook, from the

deep channels the streams cut in this parish—clay.

Ieield, or Ifold.—Qy. High, same as Up-fold.

Ironmongers.—Site of old iron-works.

Knowle, or KnolEj A.-S., a low rounded hill.

Linacre.—Lin, flax.

Langhurst, or Longest.—Lang, long, A.-S. ; Boorst,

Belgic, wood.

Park, Celtic, enclosure, occurs very frequently in this

and the adjoining lower parishes of the county ; as,

Hyde Park (on the heath), Old Park, New Park,

Park-house, &c, and shows how the early Celtic

population resorted to these places for summer
pasture or autumn panage.

Pallinghurst.—Pal, A.-S., a pale ; Burst, wood, where
oak grew fit for pale-splitting.

Reeding-hubst, Reding-hurst.—Read, A.-S., red, from
the colour.

Snoxall, or Snockshill.

Spraut.

Tot-hill.— Toht, A.-S., conflict. The site of a fight in

the Saxon invasion.

Tan-hurst.—Tan, A.-S. adj., spreading ; Burst.

Utworth, or Odworth, m.—A detached or outer worth
or wooded place of the original manor. It after-

wards gave a local personal name
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EWHURST.

The name does not occur in Domesday.

Breache, m. and /.

Bremble-hurst, m.—Brembre or Bremel, A.-S., bramble-

bush.

Chert, or Churt.—A common tract in this and Sheire

parish. This is a local name, to be met with in

many parts of the south-east of England, for a kind

of compact, flinty sandstone, and which occurs in

parts of these two parishes, particularly along the

ridge of hills overlooking the Weald.

Coney-hurst.

Pollingfold.—Pollen, A.-S., the plant " Nose-bleed."

Somerburf, Somerberie, a summer location for flocks.

SHALFORD.

Scaldefor (Domesday), Sohaldefor, Schaldford, Scal-

DEFOR, SCAUDEFORD.

Deriv.—From the shallow ford across the Tilling-

bourne stream.

Buggele-field, or Buggele Down, froni the common
plant of that name.

Chenleham, Chennels-home.—A very old Surrey name.

Old Croft at la Nye.—Croft, A.-S., a small enclosed

field.

Lottingham.—The abode of the Lotts.

Prattesmedder, Pratts-head, from name of person.

Le Park.—This designation always indicates the oldest

enclosure of the parish, dating back to Celtic

times.

Reppynge-hoh, or hagh.—Beplieeng, Sax., partridge.

Vanhurst, corruptiou ofWan-hurst.—Wan is the common
splinder-tree (Euonymus Euroyceus).
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ALFOLD.

Aldfold, Aldefold (usually pronounced as Awfold), is

Old-fold.

Not named in Domesday, at which date it was
probably a thickly-wooded district. The manor of

Shalford formerly extended into this parish.

Alfold-Park, a word which occurs so frequently in the

lower part of the county, means an enclosed place.

In the Weald, as in the West of England, single

fields are constantly so named. Aldfold Park, the

principal enclosure, belonged to the manor of

Shalford.

Hook-street.—Hoc, A.-S., crooked. Hookwood, common
name.

Kich-hurst, or Kykhurst, or Hedgecourt, m. ; sometimes
called Sydney manor.

Deriv.—EijJcan, butcher's-broom (Ruscus aculeatus).

Wildwood, Great, m.


